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VDOT + COVID-19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We all know that 2020 has been a year that we will never forgetCOVID-19 has impacted all of us in ways unimaginable a year agoWhile this has been a time of unprecedented challenges and anxiety for our employees, the resiliency of our VDOT family has been remarkableThere have been changes to the ways each employee works, and those changes happened very quicklyFortunately for VDOT, we had been seeking ways to modernize how we work, knowing that the future of work was going to look quite differentThe VDOT of Tomorrow project started a year ago, and has helped VDOT transition to the new normal – including new methods of working, collaborating, communicating and deliveringThe VDOT of Tomorrow is focused on all employees, both office-focused work and the work that must be conducted onsite and in the field. We are seeking ways to improve safety, efficiency and effectiveness of all the ways VDOT employees work. Today, I am going to share with you how the agency responded to COVID-19 and how we are now operating in the VDOT of Tomorrow



COVID-19: VDOT’s Response

COVID-19 HITS THE 
U.S. ON FEB. 28

AGENCY’S 
PROACTIVE PLANNING

 VDOT starts strategizing potential 
impacts and response in January 
2020 

 Safety is always the top priority
 Focus: Protect workforce and the 

public

 Monitor developments closely
 Review Continuity of Operations 

Plan which includes pandemic 
response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
COVID-19 was a newsmaker in the new year, but I don’t think any of us imagined how it would impact our daily livesOur team started assessing potential impacts to the agency in January, more than a month before the virus hit Washington stateOne of these actions was reviewing and updating our COOP – Continuity of Operations Plan – which included a pandemic responseOur priority is always safety – safety of our employees and the public 



VDOT + COVID-19: Our People

NIMBLE AGENCY RESPONSE

Transitioned 
nearly 4,000 

people to 
teleworking 
within two 

weeks

Adapted to 
latest 

guidance 
from CDC
and VDH

Policy 
flexibility

and updates

Developed + 
implemented 

lessons 
learned in 
real-time

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our response to the pandemic hitting Virginia still amazes me; we transitioned 4,000 employees to teleworking full-time within two weeksTo enable our mission remained uninterrupted, we accelerated technology needs, we flexed processes to ensure employees had equipment that they needed and we put full-time teleworking framework in place. Our leadership team started meeting several times per week on needs, challenges and needs and developing solutions in real time. Safety, human resources and communications worked around-the-clock to ensure employees were safe, aware of updates and appropriately resourced



VDOT + COVID-19: Our People

FIELD CREWS OFFICE STAFF

 Social distancing 
in all facilities, vehicle
and work sites

 Enhanced 
cleaning protocols

 Split shifts

 Virtual meetings, 
online collaboration

 Travel restrictions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While we were able to move our office employees and others to a teleworking environment, more than 3,000 employees’ jobs are unconducive to teleworking Our field crews were required to implement social distancing strategies into their work; face covering guidance was recommended and shift updates were developedFor all employees, the following guidance was established, even today: Social distancing is required in all work environmentsAll employees who are able to telework must do soEmployees are advised to leverage technology and utilize alternatives to in-person meetingsNon-required travel outside of districts is bannedVDOT employees received procedural guidance in the event of personal exposure to or symptoms of coronavirus.



VDOT + COVID-19: Our Work

CONSTRUCTION
Ability to relax 
maintenance of 
traffic (MOT) 
requirements due 
to light traffic 
volumes

Flexibility in lane 
closures may 
result in project 
schedule 
improvements

Some impacts due 
to supplier 
shutdowns as a 
result of COVID-19

Presenter
Presentation Notes
VDOT, as you know needed to keep Virginia and our projects moving, while keeping crews safeWhile many others were furloughed and laid off in the industry, there was a strong desire of employees, contractors to workWe were able to allow our contractors flexibility in lane closures due to low traffic volumesThese may allow for project schedule improvements There were some impacts due to supplier challenges as a result of COVID-10



Toll 
Facilities

Safety 
Rest Areas

Ferry 
Service

Safety 
Service Patrol

Electronic payment 
recommendation

Temporary cash-manned 
toll removal

Facility coordination

Additional supplies
Increased cleaning

Remained open

Some services reduced
Some services suspended
Passenger remain vehicles

U.S. Coast Guard

CDC guidance related to 
social distancing

Enhanced levels and 
frequencies of vehicle 

cleaning
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VDOT + COVID-19: Our Work

Virginia Department of Transportation

Public-facing facilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
While our employees were at the front of our priority list, the public was, too.We had to examine each public-facing facility and location and determine the proper approach to engaging with the publicThroughout the pandemic, our safety rest areas remained open, but our teams implemented additional cleaning and disinfecting and stocked up on supplies for motoristsSafety Service Patrol remained in service, but patrollers were advised to keep their distance and disinfect all services constantlyOur ferry services were reduced in Hampton Roads and Fredericksburg districts, to keep staffing at responsible levels and employees safeCash-manned toll collection ceased for a number of weeks, then reinstated with other safety solutions, including plexi-glass barriers and masked/gloved toll booth employeesThese were all strategies we, and our transportation secretariat leadership deemed critical to supporting public health



VDOT + COVID-19: Transition + Transformation 
The VDOT of Tomorrow program launched in July 2019 focused on:

This forward look at VDOT’s needs helped the workforce transition due to COVID-19

Further efficiencies and modernizations have been implemented since COVID-19 
including: 

Prepare Our People Modernize Our Methods Empower Innovation

Online collaboration tools Paperless processes

Information security enhancements Crowd-sourcing platforms

Workforce productivity Virtual public involvement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
About a year ago, I stood here and told you about an effort under way called the VDOT of Tomorrow, an organizational transformation project focused on preparing the agency for our future needs. We never could have imagined how much our daily lives would have changed and how much the VDOT of Tomorrow project would be in useThe VDOT of Tomorrow is aimed to transform the agency through three main pillars: Prepare Our PeopleModernize Our MethodsEmpower Innovation Our forward look at these needs of the future have undoubtedly aided our transition to our new normal, and is part of our reconstitution strategy. As we look to bring folks back to work, the VDOT of Tomorrow will be our new normal phase. Some of the efficiencies developed include: Online collaboration toolsPaperless processesInformation security enhancementsCrowd-sourcing platformsWorkforce productivityVirtual public involvement



VDOT’s Transition + Transformation 

Virginia Department of Transportation

PREPARE OUR PEOPLE MODERNIZE OUR METHODS EMPOWER INNOVATION
Developing our workforce to ensure 

needed skills are gained
Updating processes and procedures to 

increase productivity + employee 
experience

Creating a culture that challenges the 
norm and finds ways to work safer, faster 

and better

 Offering updated courses and 
learning opportunities to support 
the mission, while addressing the 
new normal 

 New ways of working: 
 Virtual collaboration tools
 Modernized tech options
 Paperless processes
 Virtual Public Engagement

 Encouraging new ideas through 
crowdsourcing and feedback 
while demonstrating transparency 

TODAY TODAY

1

TODAY
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Prepare Our PeopleDeveloping our workforce to ensure needed skills are gainedSince COVID we have launched: Tech Fluency (VOT initiative)Cyber-Risk Awareness (VOT initiative)Technology development courses Supervising deployed workforce courses Leadership engagement tacticsTwo-Way Mentoring (VOT initiative)Modernize Our MethodsUpdating processes and procedures to increase productivity + employee experienceSince COVID we have launched: Microsoft TEAMs Zscaler + VPN updates  Email addresses are being issued to all VDOT field employeesPaperless processes Mobile viewing now for Electronic Bulletin Board content for field employeesFuture Workplace (VOT initiative)Remote WorkforceWeb camerasVirtual public engagement strategiesEmpower InnovationCreating a culture of innovation by encouraging the workforce to challenge the norm and �work safer, faster and betterSince COVID we have launched: IdeaDriver VDOT Voices, a webinar series



VDOT + COVID-19: Reconstitution + New Reality

STAGE OF 
REOPENING

LESSONS 
LEARNED 

CONTINUED 
IMPROVEMENT

THE NEW 
NORMAL

Currently in VDOT
Stage 2  of the agency
reopening

Accelerate modernizations
 Improve digital 

collaboration 
 Streamline business 

processes like paperless 
solutions and telework

Preparing the agency 
for the future with 
development and 
technology updates

Office staff will continue 
teleworking ▬ goal = not 
more than 50%-60% of 
office staff working inside 
each office facility

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In many ways, COVID-19 has catapulted the agency forwardIn a span of a matter of months, we have transitioned where we work and how we workThe agency is working efficiently, and in many ways much better than previously structured VDOT is currently implementing the agency’s reconstitution planWe are currently in Stage 2 and are constantly assessing impacts, data and needs to anticipate next stepsAs the COVID-19 pandemic evolves, so will VDOT and our deliveryBut we will continue to seek improvements to better deliver our mission, while optimizing our employee experienceOne thing is for sure, the future agency is going to look much different than it did just six months agoWhen we do return to business as usual, we will be in a VDOT of Tomorrow stateWe anticipate a teleworking-focused environment for much of our office staff, with only a max of 50-60% of staff working inside an office location per dayThe team is further developing additional strategies to ensure we continue to modernize how we deliver. As many private industry leaders, VDOT has determined telework is effective, efficient and appreciated. We are proud of our transition, and where we are todayWe look forward to sharing more about our transformation as we navigate these ongoing challenges. I am happy to take any questions at this timePotential questions: How many cases have we had? Has the virus negatively impacted any project schedules? 
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COVID-19 Impacts Virginia

Virginia Department of Transportation

Date Governor Action
3/12 Declares state of emergency

3/13 Closes schools for two weeks, beginning 3/16

3/17 Advises to avoid non-essential gatherings of more than 10

3/20 State agencies begin process of implementing telework where possible/applicable

3/23 Close - Schools for rest of school virtual, Non-essential business, Restaurants; No gathering more than 10

3/25 Directs hospitals to stop elective surgeries

3/30 Issues statewide stay-at-home order until June 10

5/09 Phase One will begin no sooner than Friday, 05/15

5/12 Delays Phase 1 for Northern Virginia Localities until 05/28

5/14 Delays Phase 1 for Accomack County and the City of Richmond until 05/28

5/15 Phase One Begins (NOVA, Richmond and Accomack in Phase Zero)

5/29 Phase One Begins for NOVA, Richmond and Accomack

6/05 Phase Two Begins (NOVA and Richmond in Phase One)

7/01 Phase Three begins for Virginia



Volume Trends 
STATEWIDE DAILY VOLUME CHANGE

# Date Governor Action # Date Governor Action
1 3/12 Declares state of emergency 9 5/12 Delays Phase 1 for Northern Virginia Localities till 05/28
2 3/13 Closes schools for two weeks, beginning 3/16 10 5/14 Delays Phase 1 for Accomack County and the City of Richmond till 05/28
3 3/17 Advises to avoid non-essential gatherings of more than 10 11 5/15 Phase One Begins (NOVA, Richmond and Accomack in Ph Zero)
4 3/20 State agencies begin process of implementing telework where possible/applicable 12 5/29 Phase One Begins for NOVA, Richmond and Accomack (rest in ph two)
5 3/23 Close - Schools for rest of school yr, Non-essential business, Restaurants; No gathering more than 10 13 6/05 Phase Two Begins, (NOVA and Richmond in Ph One)
6 3/25 Directs hospitals to stop elective surgeries 14 7/01 Phase Three Begins for entire Virginia
7 3/30 Issues statewide stay-at-home order until June 10 15 8/03 Additional Restrictions on the Eastern Region
8 5/09 Phase One will begin no sooner than Friday, 05/15
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